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Figure 5. Microcooler performance at 300K reject

Figure 6. Microcooler performance at 273K reject

Figure 7 compares the previous Micro 1 cold head to this Micro 2 cold head. We had previously tested an IDCA with the original Micro 1 cold head design.3 The IDCA incorporated and
integrated four key components; the dewar, focal plane, pulse tube cold finger, and long life flexure
bearing compressor. The dewar assembly is a hermetically sealed evacuated dewar containing an
optical window, a cold shield, provision for a cold filter, a 640x480 pixel InSb focal plane, wiring
to the 41 pin hermetic connector, and the pulse tube cold finger as shown in Figure 1. The IDCA is
a variant of previous devices that have been built in quantity for tactical applications whose environmental requirements exceed those typically found for space optical hardware. The dewar incorporates the key component that we greatly improved, the coaxial configuration pulse tube cold
finger that cools the focal plane.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the performance of the 2 cold heads.

Figure 8. Performance of the IDCA if the improved cold head was incorporated.

In Figure 8 we project the minimum temperature cooling performance that we would expect in
the IDCA including the internal parasitic loads but not the focal plane dissipation if we replaced its
current cold finger with the improved cold finger. Despite the very small size of this cooler it is
apparent that for a typical focal plane dissipation in the <100mW range the focal plane could operate to temperatures as low as 45K to 50K.
CONCLUSIONS
The microcooler with an improved cold head has been characterized for thermal performance
in order to determine its range of application and use with various focal planes, both large and
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small. Because of its increased cooling capability at low temperatures this very small system appears capable of cooling focal planes to temperatures as low as 45 K i.e. temperatures characteristic
of LWIR focal planes. With its large near 5 W cooling power at 150 K, its small envelope, low mass
and very long life makes it attractive as a subsystem that is easy to integrate into many small and
large payloads.
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